Swede Talk

From ABBA Fever to Icy Cool Suites

Sing (Virtually) with ABBA:
With your private guide, walk into Stockholm’s ABBA: The Museum and come out dancing from this fun, interactive exhibition. See the costumes and gold records, go behind the mixing desk at the famous Polar Studios, witness ABBA’s big 1974 breakthrough with “Waterloo!” and much more. The highlight: a chance to perform with ABBA in a high-tech holographic show. It’s just part of a full-day Djurgården walking tour. “Mamma Mia!”

Rooftops of Stockholm: Gain an amazing perspective of Stockholm — from atop the Old Parliament building. Get suited up in a hard hat and harness before climbing the stairs from the attic onto the rooftop, where you take in the spectacular vistas across Old Town and the city’s islands. Your guide provides fascinating insights as you maneuver along the walkways.

Create Your Own Ice Suite:
Here’s the coolest place you’ll ever stay: a bespoke suite you help design, in famed ICEHOTEL. Each year in the northern village of Jukkasjärvi, the world’s first ice hotel rises anew in an artistic vision of ice and snow. Before your four-day journey, you’ll work with a professional ice sculptor to design your own abode and decide if you want to join in the carving process. Upon arrival at Kiruna Airport, transfer in true Arctic style — via dogsled — to the hotel, don your parka, and prepare to drink cocktails out of ice glasses, ride a helicopter to Sweden’s highest peak, and view Nature’s greatest light show, the Aurora Borealis.